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Hear Brenda's latest
thoughts. Pg 7

Hear about a great day on the
links with our Connected
Families Partner. Pg 3
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Recruiting
Help us find volunteers
for some important
positions. Pg 5
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Many of the young people who participate in our programs and their
families, are likely to have been victims of racism, including from their

peers. 

At PMAST, we do not feel this is in any way acceptable and we seek to encourage young people to
embrace their differences and learn from the diversity of thought and experience they all bring to the
table.

Our programs are focused on helping equip young people with the tools to communicate, manage
conflict and advocate for themselves in situations where they may feel discriminated against, and to
learn about how they may hurting others through their words and actions.

All PMAST programs go beyond inclusiveness and acceptance. We work with our key partners, schools
and teachers to better understand how young people may be impacted by racism and we are actively
reviewing where there is an opportunity to embed further support on topics like unconscious bias into
our programming. 

Spanning generations, acknowledgment of the land is a traditional custom of Indigenous people when
welcoming outsiders onto their land and into their homes. To build respectful relationships,
acknowledging the land is an important part of reconciliation. It honours the authentic history of North
America, its original people and tells the story of the creation of this country that has historically been
missing. 

Treaty 7 Territory Land Acknowledgement
In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge that we live, work and play on
the traditional territories of the Blackfoot Confederacy (Siksika, Kainai,
Piikani), the Tsuut’ina, the Îyâxe Nakoda Nations, the Métis Nation (Region
3), and all people who make their homes in the Treaty 7 region of Southern
Alberta. 

PMAST

Racial Justice and Equity Statement 
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Thumbs Up Golf

Tournament
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Elizabeth Bennett and Brenda Christie promoted PMAST and our Connected Families program
scheduled for Airdrie this fall at Thumbs Up Annual Charity Golf Tournament at Woodside Golf Course
on August 27th. Each golfer (128) received the information bulletin and the verbal explanation of the
program, which is a community effort funded by Thumbs Up Foundation, Airdrie and District
Community Foundation and Cam Clark Ford. The golfers appreciated hearing what some of the funds
they are helping to raise, is going towards.
 
Also in the picture are Mona Cooley from Cool Family Solutions, which is a forerunner to our
Connected Families program. 

(Left-Right) Colleen, Mona, Elizabeth and Brenda

https://pmast.org/v2/
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Pearl Masa
Pearl is passionate about helping the youth reach their
full potential through education, encouragement and
empowerment. She believes training the youth in
conflict resolution and peer mediation equips them with
the necessary skills to be successful in life, by teaching
them to intentionally respond instead of instinctively
react to situations. Pearl trusts that knowledgeable and
emotionally stable youths for today are the building
blocks for a stronger community for tomorrow. 
 

MEET OUR NEW 

BOARD MEMBER

Pearl has a Graduate Certificate in Public Policy Analysis and a bachelor’s degree in Commerce,
both from the University of Saskatchewan. After several years of employment in the public
service in administrative and financial roles, she has decided to pursue her passion in life and is
in the process of applying to a degree in social work. 
 
Pearl is a proud mother of two adults, and a wife to a hardworking, loving and supportive
husband. 

https://pmast.org/v2/contact/
https://pmast.org/v2/


Get Involved
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Click the image above for inquiries and more

information

Website 
Governance 
Fundraising
Volunteer coordinator

Put your hand up if you are interested to help in the following areas:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Please Share

https://pmast.org/v2/
https://pmast.org/v2/2021/10/15/we-need-you/


Connected Families is new program for parents and teens twelve and up. In nine-weekly two-
hour sessions, families have the opportunity to explore family dynamics together by learning tips
and triggers to conflict, communication skills and engaging in fun, wholesome and respectful
dialogue with the support of skilled mediators and coaches. Strong connections in family
relationships play an important role in lowering anxiety and depression, regulating emotions,
increasing self-esteem and actually improving outcome for youth.

This program is now taking registrations for families in Airdrie.

To visit the blog page visit pmast.org/cf

To register visit pmast.org/regcf  

If you'd like to be placed on the waitlist please visit pmast.org/cfwaitlist 

PROGRAM UPDATE
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Connected Families registration

https://pmast.org/v2/
http://pmast.org/cf
http://pmast.org/regcf
http://pmast.org/cfwaitlist


 

WHY ARE PMAST PROGRAMS IMPORTANT

How do we know our Programs work? You have only to sit in a
classroom and hear a young girl claim that "at home last night when
the violence started, for the first time I could do something to stop it"
to know why what we do is so important. 

Our PEER program is a full-time in-school program based on PMAST’s
model of Prevention, Education, Emergence and Reconnection. 
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PREVENTION of conflict, bullying and violence - In this program the full-time mediator/trainer is
dedicated to pro-actively providing training in communication skills and mediation services to
students, staff and families. 
EDUCATION - Uses mediation and conflict management training to assist the entire school to
manage their issues; provides mediation services to the school and parents and communities;
provides experienced mediators as trainers and coaches. PMAST continues with support
services and training for peer mediators. This practical exercise provides students with real live
experiences in the field of Mediation, contributing to their transition into the workforce and their
capacity as leaders and team builders. 
EMERGENCE – of leadership by building peer mediation teams within the school, where the
peer mediators take ownership and reach out to help other students resolve their disputes
and/or manage conflicts under the direct supervision of the mediator/trainer. The concept of
‘youth helping youth’ has proven to be much more effective than adult intervention. 
RECONNECTION - By equipping youth with relevant, lasting skill sets needed to identify, address
and handle conflict in all areas of their lives, we are enabling their emotional well-being. In the
past schools have replaced suspensions with in-school suspensions, with those students
spending the day with the mediator to learn ways to better handle their issues. Provides
participants with the opportunity of reconnection with their peers, families and community
through building relationships and communication. 

Weekly flex sessions delivered to high school aged students build empathy and awareness
through communication skills 
In school suspension programs cater to student needs and facilitate a positive re-entry
Mediation in a variety of conflicts involves individuals that are staff, students and/or family
members
A key contact for community services wishing to provide resources to classes or individual
students who are in need
We have found this to be a very valuable addition to this school and would expand to other high
schools if the budget permits
Designing preventative interventions for absenteeism and other youth at risk factors.

The program provides: 

The schools recognize the following benefits of the PEER Program:



 

Our schools say:

“As a result of the presence of this project, our school administrators and teachers are able to focus
more completely on student learning and academics. Individual students are displaying personal
growth because of developing a relationship with this individual. Students are self-selecting for
mediation services and often able to work through conflicts without school staff involvement.Parents
are requesting mediation services to build positive relationships with their teen. We feel this is likely
contributing to stronger family units and increased engagement at school.”

“it also provides a safe place for students to deal with their problems, resolve issues between victims
and offenders and helps to re-integrate youth at risk back into the school and community”

ADR Institute of Alberta, one of our partners and supporters say: 

“We fully support their efforts to teach and mentor youth in conflict management skills, and
appreciate the quality of their programs. PMAST programs that teach and mentor youth are
providing them with effective skills they will use throughout their lives.The effects of this program
extend well beyond the confines of the classroom in which the teaching of the program begins. Our
kids, our students, our young adults, the teachers, the parents, the entire community at large are all
positively affected.”

And now you know!

- Brenda
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Calgary Foundation in view of the approval we have just
received for over $10,000 for COVID recovery

Calgary Northmount Kiwanis for continuous support
and funding our programs at Our Lady of Assumption
and Good Shepherd School in the coming year.

MDRT International for funding our Youth
Empowerment Skills Program to the English Language
Learners classes at Nelson Mandela High School

MDRT Canada for funding our Youth Empowerment
Skills Program at Good Shepherd School in Airdrie

Richard Lee, of Leeland Financial Services, for being our
Knight and always supporting PMAST with MDRT (Million
Dollar Round Table)

Thumbs Up Foundation for support for the Connected
Families program in 2020/21.

A BIG THANK YOU TO ALL
OUR SPONSORS
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Cam Clark Ford for assisting in funding of PMAST’s
Connected Families program developed in conjunction
with Thumbs Up

Community Mediation Calgary Society - Our sister
organization who always supports us and is partnering
with us to develop and pilot a community based
program in Calgary for people who just want to improve
their relationships with their neighbours, co-workers,
communities and families.

Nelson Mandela High School and Tina Merali, Head of
English Language Learner team, for your dedication in
ensuring your students have the best programs
possible to ease their transition into Canadian society.

Good Shepherd School and Elizabeth Bennett, Principal,
a long time supporter of PMAST who never stops
promoting our programs and services

https://pmast.org/v2/


Our Lady of Assumption School, Graham McComiskey,
Guidance Counsellor, for recognizing the needs of his
students and the value of PMAST’s YES program

Bob Warren for writing original music for PMAST’s use in
our videos and programs

A thank you to Flo Lye, Program Director, and our Board
of Directors who work tirelessly to make this all happen.
You are awesome!

And another round of thank you to all our other
sponsors, partners, and supporters!

Anonymous Donor
acknowledgement for ELL

program at Nelson Mandela
High School (NMHS)  

 
Anonymous donors via

Benevity
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